We report the first calorimetric detection of individual He * 2 excimers within a bath of superfluid 4 He. The detector used in this work is a single superconducting titanium transition edge sensor (TES) with an energy resolution of ∼1 eV, immersed directly in the helium bath. He * 2 excimers are produced in the surrounding bath using an external gamma-ray source. These excimers exist either as short-lived singlet or long-lived triplet states. We demonstrate detection (and discrimination) of both states: in the singlet case the calorimeter records the absorption of a prompt ≈15 eV photon, and in the triplet case the calorimeter records a direct interaction of the molecule with the TES surface, which deposits a distinct fraction of the ≈15 eV, released upon decay, into the surface. We also briefly discuss the detector fabrication and characterization.
I. INTRODUCTION
Superfluid helium, when subjected to ionizing radiation, produces metastable diatomic He molecules in both the singlet and triplet states, emitting a ≈15 eV photon upon decay. The singlet He * 2 (A 1 Σ + u ) decays within nanoseconds, while the triplet He * 2 (a 3 Σ + u ) exhibits a remarkably long lifetime of 13 seconds in superfluid helium (McKinsey et al., 1999) . The long-lived triplet state can serve as an observable tracer particle in a liquid helium bath, tagging the flow of the normal-fluid component or, at colder temperatures, tagging quantized vortices in the superfluid component (Guo et al., 2014) . Efficient detection of helium excimers may also enable the use of a superfluid helium bath in a search for dark matterinduced nuclear recoils, given that a recoil's resulting singlet:triplet excimer ratio distinguishes between electronand nuclear-recoils. Additionally, high-sensitivity detection of electronic excitations may be used to veto electron recoil backgrounds when searching for low energy nuclear recoils, since nuclear recoils predominantly produce heat in the form of rotons and phonons (Guo and McKinsey, 2013) .
These applications require an efficient technique for observing and differentiating between the two excimer states. Two techniques have been employed previously for triplet excimer detection: observation through laser fluorescence (Rellergert et al., 2008; Guo et al., 2009) , and observation of Auger electrons produced through quenching on a surface (Zmeev et al., 2013b,a) . Lowtemperature calorimetry offers near-unity efficiency for detecting any energy deposition above some energy threshold, making both the ≈15 eV singlet decay photons and the triplet surface quench process observable a) Electronic mail: faustin.carter@gmail.com with the same sensor. Here we report success at this high-efficiency detection of both excimer states by a single sensor.
In this work, we employ a single Transition Edge Sensor (TES) with resolution of ∼ 1 eV at 15 eV, similar to a prototype discussed in earlier work (Carter et al., 2014) . The detector is immersed directly in a superfluid helium bath at 100 mK (the Kapitza resistance between the sensor and liquid helium allows the sensor to function even while in contact with the superfluid helium), and excimers are created by exposing the bath to gammarays from a 100 µCurie 22 Na source located outside the cryostat. The superfluid reservoir, the cryostat, and the electronics are described in Carter (2015) .
II. THE TRANSITION EDGE SENSOR
The TES consists of a 15 nm film of evaporated titanium with 300 nm thick evaporated aluminum leads and an integrated 100 nm thick Cu/Al aperture. Table I gives basic device parameters. The dominant cooling mechanism, which sets the detector time constant of ≈800 ns, is electron-phonon coupling in the Ti (electron outdiffusion is blocked by Andreev reflection in the superconduct- ing Al leads). The TES is operated in negative electrothermal feedback mode by wiring it in parallel with a small shunt resistor (see table I ) and providing a current bias (Irwin, 1995) . The current through the TES is read out with a SQUID amplifier and room-temperature electronics from Magnicon (Drung et al., 2007) , which are coupled to a fast (6 GHz) digitizing oscilloscope. Energy deposited in the voltage-biased TES results in a negative current pulse with an integrated charge that is proportional to the energy absorbed. Henceforth, we refer to these pulses as 'events'. Event pulses are recorded, filtered, and fit to a model-pulse derived from the TES response to several thousand single blue photon events. The integral of the resulting best-fit pulse is then scaled by the TES efficiency to give our best estimate of the incident energy. The TES is protected by a thin-film aperture intended to absorb and diffuse energy deposited near, but not directly into the TES. The aperture is fabricated by evaporating a 100 nm thick Cu/Al bi-layer on top of a thick 1 µm layer of insulating polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) spun directly onto the wafer, and then etching a window directly over the TES. The full fabrication process of the TES is detailed in the appendix and Fig. 1a shows a side view of the layers. Figures 1c and 1b show optical and SEM images respectively.
We characterized our detector response with a pulsed blue (2.6 eV) laser, in the same manner as in Carter et al. (2014) . By illuminating the TES with a pulsed source of low average photon number and making a histogram of the measured TES pulse-areas, one may calculate the TES energy resolution and efficiency by fitting the histogram with a Gaussian-broadened Poisson distribution.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The TES was mounted on the inner wall of a 5 × 5 × 5 cm 3 helium-filled chamber, held at a temperature of 100 mK. The helium was pure 4 He (less than 1 part in 10 12 3 He) produced at Lancaster University using the heat-flush technique (McClintock, 1978) . Excimers were created in the helium bath in two ways. The first method employed a 22 Na gamma-ray source external to the cryostat. Compton scattering in the helium produces electron recoils extending to hundreds of keV. These highenergy electrons lose their energy to the surrounding He atoms by exciting and ionizing He atoms, which upon electron-ion recombination produce a mixture of singlet and triplet excimers. The second method for excimer production was to apply a large negative voltage (∼-1.5 kV) to a sharp tungsten tip immersed in the He bath. Electrons emitted from the tip lose energy to the bath, producing atomic excitations, rotons, and quantized vortex rings. Both production methods were employed with consistent results. Here we report results from the 22 Na method, which allowed a cleaner timing selection (through the use of a coincidence trigger as explained below) and lower electronic readout noise.
When using the 22 Na source some fraction of the gamma-rays will Compton scatter within the Si substrate rather than in the He. Such substrate energy depositions were observed, and excluded from the analysis using a pulse shape selection, which takes advantage of the relatively slow diffusion of phonons within the substrate, and their relatively weak coupling to the TES. Figure 2 shows two scatter plots of pulse height vs. pulse area for events measured under 22 Na irradiation. The events in Fig. 2a were recorded with the chamber empty of helium, and the events in Fig. 2b were recorded after condensing He. In both sets of data, a population corresponding to large pulse energies (10-1000 eV) and large pulse heights (30-1000 nA) was observed; this is the substrate absorption signal (the cutoff near 1000 nA is due to detector saturation). Random noise triggers are included as a blob in the lower left of each plot. In Fig. 2b , two populations of much faster (larger height-to-energy ratio), lower-energy pulses may be observed. The upper population (colored in blue) results from direct absorption of energy in the TES from either a singlet photon or a triplet quench. The lower population is due to events near the TES (i.e. the leads, the substrate below the TES, etc.) All of the following data analysis focuses solely on the 'direct hits' (blue), which are selected by windowing on events with time-constants that match the intrinsic TES time constant.
Each 22 Na decay produces two counter-propagating 511 keV gamma-rays and a single 1.3 MeV gamma-ray. Thus, by adding a standard NaI scintillator coupled to a photo-multiplier tube (PMT) opposite the helium cham- The same, except in this case the chamber was filled with superfluid helium. Blue points correspond to direct excimer detection events in the TES (both singlet and triplet). The "extra" population located just below the blue points, but not present in (a), is due to energy deposited near the TES, but not directly in it (i.e. leads, substrate nearby, etc.).
ber, we may tag TES events coincident with a 22 Na decay. Figure 3a illustrates the geometry for this setup. Singlet-decay photons are emitted promptly (ns scale) after the gamma-ray/electron recoil, whereas triplet excimers arrive at the TES delayed by a ballistic propagation time measured by Zmeev et al. (2013b) to be ∼2 m/s. These dramatically differing timescales imply that any TES event which is coincident (within 250 ns) with a PMT signal must arise from the collection of a prompt photon, or a triplet state excimer that was created within a distance of less than 12 µm from the TES. The chamber is big enough that this small population of triplets will contribute fewer than one out of every fifty detection events and may thus be neglected.
The PMT output is continuously monitored by the same oscilloscope that monitors the TES. Whenever a TES signal triggers the oscilloscope, it collects 5 µs of data before the trigger and 45 µs after the trigger. The rising edge of any pulses observed in the PMT channel are recorded as delay times relative to the trigger time at t = 0. Figure 3b shows a histogram of delay times 
FIG. 3. (a)
Experimental setup for coincidence measurements with a 22 Na source. The PMT+NaI detector and the helium chamber are aligned relative to the radiation source such that the solid angles of illumination are matched. Any 511 keV gamma-ray that is incident on the chamber, will also produce a 511 keV gamma-ray that is incident on the PMT+NaI detector. (b) Histogram of the time difference between pulses detected in the PMT channel and pulses detected in the TES channel; substrate events have been removed. The shaded region is the cut used to make the red curve in Fig. 4 . between TES events (at t = 0) and PMT events. The large peak near zero delay is due to photon absorption events in the TES that were coincident with a gammaray detection in the PMT. The ≈100 ns offset from zero reflects the combined effects of cable-length delay and the placement of the TES trigger partway up the rising edge of the TES pulse.
IV. RESULTS
Figure 4 shows two energy spectra created by binning ∼13 000 single excimer detection events by the energy measured with the TES. The blue curve is a spectrum of all the TES events due to irradiation by the 22 Na source (the population of events colored blue in Fig. 2b ). The red curve shows a spectrum consisting of only the coincident events (the events in the shaded region of the histogram in Fig. 3b ), which must arise from detecting singlet photons (plus a 3% contribution from non-coincident events due to random coincidence). The shaded area indicates the error, calculated as the square-root of the number of counts in each bin. The two curves have been scaled such that their areas are each equal to unity. We hypothesize that the large peak in the blue curve near 3.5 eV arises mostly from the detection of triplet state excimer quenches on the TES surface, although it is clear that the photon-only signal (red curve) also has a small contribution in that energy range.
A. Discussion
Coincident spectrum (red curve)
The primary feature of the helium scintillation spectrum as measured previously by Stockton, Keto, and Fitzsimmons (1970) is a peak centered at 15.5 eV with a full-width-half-maximum of about 3 eV. One would expect the red spectrum in Fig. 4 to look qualitatively similar, as it is due almost entirely to scintillation photons. Instead, the coincident spectrum peaks somewhat lower, near 10 eV, and shows a tail towards lower energies. It is possible that the detector response may not be linear from 2.65 eV (the calibration energy using blue photons) to this higher 15.5 eV range. We investigated TES linearity at low-energy experimentally by comparing our 2.65 eV calibration with a separate 0.8 eV calibration; results were consistent with linearity in this range (an identical fraction of photon energy appeared in the TES electron system during the absorption of a single photon: 67 %). Calibration at higher photon energies was not performed as we did not have access to such a photon source.
In order to estimate the efficiency of our TES at higher energies we calculated the energy lost during a photon absorption according to Kozorezov et al. (2013) . When the detector absorbs a single photon all of the energy is initially contained in a single excited photo-electron. This excited electron transfers its energy to the electron system, which arrives at a thermal distribution and then cools off through phonon-scattering. This is a fourstep process.
Step 1: The initial photo-electron shares its energy with other electrons within a radius of about 20 pm via electron-electron interactions until the mean electron energy in the hot spot is about 800 meV, independent of initial energy (this is a material property of Ti). This process takes of order 100 fs.
Step 2: The athermal electrons then shed phonons until the rate of phonon emission roughly matches the rate of phonon absorption, which happens at a mean energy per electron of about 4 meV for titanium and takes a time of order a few picoseconds.
Step 3: The hot spot of electrons shares its energy with the rest of the system through electronic interactions and arrives at a thermal distribution within a few nanoseconds.
Step 4: The thermal electrons cool through phonon scattering over a time-scale of order 1 µs for our device. This characteristic time is shortened to about 700 ns in our experiment through electro-thermal feedback due to the voltage bias. During Step 2 of this process a large amount of the initial photon energy is converted into athermal phonons. For a thin film device (thinner than the athermal phonon mean-free-path) the chance of energy loss due to phonons escaping into the substrate is high. We have calculated that for our device this loss should be about 30 % of the initial energy, a value that is consistent with our experimentally determined device energy efficiency of 67 %. However, we find that this efficiency does not depend on initial photon energy (unless the initial photon energy is smaller than 800 meV in which case the energy loss will be less), and so can not explain the apparent non-linear effect we observe at 15 eV.
There are at least three remaining possible additional channels for energy loss during a photon event. At the beginning of Step 4, the hot electrons have a mean energy of about 4 meV, which is roughly 20 times higher than the aluminum superconducting energy gap (∆). The time for an electron to diffuse from the center of the TES to the edge (τ = L 2 /D, where L is the distance to the contact and D is the diffusion coefficient) is about 80 ns, which is of the same order as the time it takes the hot spot to settle into a thermal distribution below the Al energy gap. This allows for the possibility that some hot electrons could escape out the Al leads prior to thermalization. The energy lost in this process should be a linear function of the initial number of hot electrons present, and so a linear function of photon energy. Our two-point calibration (0.8 eV and 2.6 eV) does not exhibit any significant efficiency variation and so we discount this loss mechanism.
The second energy loss channel is the photo-electric effect. At the beginning of Step 1, a photo-electron with energy greater than the Ti work function (4 eV) may simply escape the TES entirely. This can happen either immediately or after sharing some of its energy with the electron system. Mancini, Giaquinta, and Pennisi (1981) show that for thin films, the escape probability is proportional to 1/d where d is the film thickness. Studies of photo-electron yield for micron-thick Ti films give yields as large as 20 % (Cairns and Samson, 1966) , suggesting that a 100 % yield for a very thin film is not unreasonable. When a photo-electron escapes, it leaves a hole below the Fermi surface that is filled by an electron from the Fermi level, releasing the remainder of the energy into the TES according to the four step process above. Walker and Weissler (1962) studied the energy spectrum of photo-electrons emitted from a gold film during illumi-nation from a 14 eV source and found a large fraction of escaping photo-electrons with very low energies (∼3 eV) suggesting that they came from deep in the Fermi sea. If a similar process were occurring in our detector with 100 % conversion rate, it would explain the apparent drop in efficiency at 15 eV that we observe.
The third loss channel relies on the TES having surface oxidation. A 15 eV photon is large enough to remove an oxygen ion through a photon-assisted Auger process (Hanson, Stockbauer, and Madey, 1981) . The characteristic energy of the ejected O + is about 4 eV, so for a 15 eV photon, 11 eV would be deposited in the TES. We expect the occurrence of this phenomenon to be quite low, but include it here for completeness.
Finally, we note that Cabrera et al. (1998) characterized a thin-film tungsten TES at energies from near-IR up to 3.5 eV and found that while their device was linear up to 3 eV, it experienced an onset of decreased efficiency above 3 eV (see Fig. 4 , inset, in their paper). This motivates further study of the energy loss of thinfilm TES devices in the vacuum-ultraviolet energy range where photo-electric and Auger processes may be important.
Total spectrum (blue curve)
The total spectrum (collected without regard to coincidence in the PMT channel) also shows the 10 eV peak that we attribute to absorption of singlet-state excimer decay photons; the coincidence trigger efficiency was low so we could not construct a data selection free from this prompt contribution. A second peak is observed near 3.5 eV, and we conclude that this peak represents the direct detection of triplet-state excimers after a propagation delay.
Deexcitation of single He * atoms through interaction with solid surfaces has been studied for the purpose of probing the electron density of states in a material's surface (metastable deexcitation spectroscopy). See, for example, Harada, Masuda, and Ozaki (1997) , Bonini, Brivio, and Trioni (2003) , or Trioni et al. (2005) . He * 2 deexcitation (or quenching) at a surface is expected to proceed in a similar fashion. Figure 5 depicts the manner in which an excimer quenches at the surface through electron exchange, coupling a fraction of its 15.5 eV excitation energy into the TES surface. The process is as follows:
1. As the excimer comes within angstrom-scale distance of the TES surface, the excited electron resonantly tunnels into an empty state (at energy E 1 ) above the metal's Fermi level (E F ), leaving the excimer charged as He * + 2 . This electron at E 1 then scatters down to the Fermi energy, releasing an energy (E 1 −E F ) into the TES. For this 'resonant ionization' process to occur, the work function of the TES surface must be greater than E v −E 1 where E v is the vacuum energy. It should be noted that both the surface and He * 2 electron energies vary as a function of surface-He * 2 separation (excimer electron energies increase slightly as distance decreases).
2. An electron from the metal surface then tunnels in the opposite direction, filling the vacancy in the ground state to neutralize the He 3. An electron from within the Fermi sea gains the energy released in the previous step (E 3 −E g ) through an Auger process. This may be enough energy to cause the electron to escape the TES. This and the previous step are often termed 'Auger neutralization'.
4. Finally, electrons from the Fermi surface cascade down to fill the two holes left by the neutralizing electron and the Auger electron. These two energies are E F − E 3 and E F − E 2 . If the Auger electron from the previous step remains within the TES, it will deposit the rest of its energy,
, in the TES as it relaxes to the Fermi level.
In this process, E 1 −E F is always deposited in the TES. For a Ti TES, this energy is very nearly zero. The two electrons from steps 2 and 3 can come from any filled state in the TES, and so the density of states plays a large role in determining E 2 and E 3 . There is also no reason why E 2 should be larger than E 3 . This process effectively maps out the density of states near the Fermi level, and is nearly the inverse of metastable deexcitation spectroscopy. In that process the Auger electron is collected when it escapes from the surface, whereas in this case, the TES collects the energy that does not escape. Thus, the spectral shape will be heavily influenced by both the density of states near the Fermi surface of the TES and the detector's response to input energy.
This explanation relies on the efficient escape of Auger electrons from their origin in the outermost atomic layer of the TES. While there are no measurements of this escape probability specifically for He * 2 metastable deexcitation on Ti, there are a variety of measurements on other metals for the similar He * deexcitation process. The Auger electron escape probability has been observed to range from ≈0.45 to >0.90 depending on metal and surface treatment (generally higher for aircontaminated surfaces), consistent with our observations (Dunning, 1996) .
V. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated the calorimetric detection of individual He * 2 excimers in two distinct channels with a TES immersed directly in superfluid helium. The shortlived singlet states are visible through their ≈15 eV scintillation photons, well above threshold of the device. The long-lived triplet states are also detectable through their few-eV energy deposition upon arrival at the TES surface. The two signals are distinguishable (in aggregate) by their spectral shapes.
The energy deposited during the interaction of the triplet excimer with the TES surface is expected to be highly dependent on the TES surface's electronic density of states. In our case, we posit that the oxidized Ti The triplet state excimer is to the right of the dashed line (one He atom in the ground state, and one in an excited state) and the TES is to the left of the dashed line. The horizontal axis is distance, and the vertical axis is energy. Ev is the vacuum energy and EF is the Fermi energy of the TES. Eg is the ground-state energy of the excimer. The gradient region depicts an arbitrary non-uniform density of states below the Fermi level in the TES. E1 − Eg is the excimer energy and is about 15 eV. E1 is roughly 4 eV below Ev, but shifts upwards as the excimer approaches the TES surface. (b) The processes involved in the excimer quenching on the detector (blue arrows) is numbered in order of occurrence 1: the excited electron tunnels into a free state in the TES, and relaxes to the Fermi surface. 2: An electron from the TES Fermi sea fills the empty ground state of the helium molecule, and the molecule splits into two atoms. 3: An Auger electron is promoted from within the TES Fermi sea, and has energy E3 − Eg. Finally, electrons relax from the Fermi surface to fill the two empty states in the TES (this is not pictured). Energies E2 and E3 are arbitrary as these two electrons may source from anywhere in the TES Fermi sea.
surface allowed the efficient transfer of a fraction of the excimer energy into the surface by taking advantage of bands located between 2 eV and 5 eV below the Fermi energy. In a future version of this experiment, this density of states could be engineered to generate a signal of higher efficiency or fidelity. The eventual application of these new excimer detection principles towards instrumenting a large volume with high excimer detection efficiency will depend on applying them to largerarea calorimeters (see Angloher et al. (2005) or Pyle, Feliciano-Figueroa, and Sadoulet (2015) ).
One promising application for our detector concept lies in studies of quantum turbulence. Given the large (96 nm) trapping diameter for He * 2 molecules on quantum turbulence vortices (Zmeev et al., 2013a) , high-efficiency detection of these excimers should enable sensitive monitoring of quantum turbulence density by measuring the He * 2 flux passing through a superfluid helium-filled volume. This technique would also allow for independent monitoring of the He * 2 production from sharp tungsten tips held at a high voltage and used to decorate quantum turbulence with He * 2 excimers. Finally, we note that there is a considerable uncertainty as to the exact physics underlying the spectral shapes presented in Fig. 4 . We have put forward a hypothesis that appeals to the surface electron density of states, the photo-electric effect, and Auger processes, but there is no detailed model. A full understanding is not possible within the limits of the current data, and a new set of experiments and devices will be required to obtain a detailed theoretical explanation of these promising first results.
a Raith EBPG 5000+ system.
Alignment marks:
The wafer is cleaned, and a bilayer of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) Ebeam resist is applied. A pattern of 20 × 20 µm 2 squares are written via E-beam, and then 400 nm of Cu is evaporated and lifted-off to define the alignment marks. These marks are used to precisely position the etch window over the region destined to become the TES.
2. Ti/Al bilayer: A bilayer of PMMA is applied. The outline of the detectors, wiring, and absorbers is written via E-beam. Then a bilayer of 15 nm of Ti and 300 nm of Al is evaporated and lifted-off.
Al etch:
A single layer of PMMA is applied. Windows are opened in the resist via E-beam lithography directly over the areas that are to become the TES. The exposed Al is then etched down to the Ti, defining the detectors (Ti is a natural etch stop for the etchant used).
Aperture:
The device is coated with a 1 µm thick layer of PMMA. Then a bilayer of 50 nm of Cu and 50 nm of Al is evaporated. An additional single layer of PMMA is applied, and a window is opened up over the TES. The Al and Cu are both etched away, leaving the 1 µm layer of PMMA. This layer is then developed away, as it received a weak dose of E-beam current during the earlier E-beam write.
